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Edward Owen
Edward Owen was a journalist and former pupil of F. M. Alexander. He had written two articles on Alexander and his work
in the 1940s and early 1950s. In the early 1960s he was investigating the possibility of writing a biography of F. M. Alexander,
and for this purpose he interviewed a number of teachers who
had worked closely with Alexander. These interview notes are
presented in full; subheaders are Edward Owen’s; a few handwritten additions by Edward Owen have been incorporated.
Parenthetical comments are frequently Edward Owen’s notes
to himself. A few explanatory comments have been inserted
in square parentheses by the editor. A few typo mistakes have
been corrected. Two names have been omitted in the story of a
pupil of the Little School in order to protect the anonymity of
a person still alive. These were interview notes, originally done
in shorthand, and later typed out. As the biography project
was aborted these notes were not shared and consequently the
interviewees did not have the opportunity to read these notes
and make corrections. Note that some people’s recollections
are at variance with other sources. For more information on
people and events please consult www.mouritz.org.
Common abbreviations:
FM/FMA = F. M. Alexander
AR = A. R. Alexander
A.P./Ash. Pl. = Ashley Place
tho. = though.
MSI = Man’ Supreme Inheritance
CCC = Constructive Conscious Control of the Individual
US = The Use of the Self
I met Edward Owen at his home in Guernsey in 1997, and he
kindly let me make photocopies of these interview notes.
Jean M. O. Fischer December 2019
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Notes of discussion with Walter Carrington, 1 September 1961
Available sources:
1) Early autobio. sketch prepared by FM for Ron Brown’s use as
intro. to “Alex. & the Doctors” (Passed to EO [Edward Owen]
this date; copy & return to WC).
2) Autobio. notes written some years before by FM with certain
added detail (c/o of Miss Goldie or Stewart – WC will take steps
to get).
3) Date scheme of FM’s life worked out by FM/RB/WC/JS for
“Alex. & the Docs.” (c/o as above – same procedure).
4) FM/JD Beresford corres. when JD was ghosting MSI chap. by
chap. (In AP archives).
5) Letters from Edwardian actors, e.g. Jimmy Welsh, thanking FM
for help (AP archives).
6) M.S. of “Alex. & the Docs.” (as 2 above).
AR Alexander
Whereas FM was slim-built, AR was squarer in face & body. More forceful in teaching method (like Max)? Until early 30s, FM himself much
more aggressive in method, so probably little to choose in this respect
between two brothers. 1914 onwards FM & AR shared UK [and] US
teaching till both settled in London circa 1929. It was in 1935 (?) AR
went to live–teach in US; WC’s mother, who had lessons at AP before
1936, certainly had some from AR.
Max Alexander
Gave up teaching in 1948 or ’49 (around time I was starting) to go abroad
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(in Army?). Now back in UK and probably working for Sun Life…wrote
to WC asking him to be referee for job there.

Beaumont Alexander
20 yrs’ younger than FM so would know little about his early life. FM
looked after Beaumont when latter came to England; got him a job with JB
Duke, Canadian tobacco magnate, and thro. JBD (?) Beaumont became
manager of Prince’s in Piccadilly – exclusive restaurant/club where rich
and fashionable (e.g. Ed. [Edward] VIII when Prince of Wales) lived when
in town. Beaumont never interested himself in FM’s work till brother’s
death put him in control of A.P. as business proposition. (Rugg-Gunn
told EO that Beaumont wanted to finance RG’s [Rugg-Gunn’s] book).
Beaumont’s first [sic] wife (of two or three?) was Frances Day.
Peggy Alexander
FM’s adopted daughter, who lived with him in latter part of life and would
be important source of info. on him during this period. Married a Scandinavian, Slambush (? phonetic), who post-war changed name to Fraser.
Mrs. Alexander (FM’s wife)
Died few years after marriage. FM reticent about this.
Leonard Goodlief (FM’s manservant)
If still alive, would be another good source for personal detail. Last heard
of employed at Charterhouse.
George Walker (1929 onwards pupil)
With A.E.I. Had lessons from FM in 1929 which helped him enormously.
Gurney MacInness; George Trevelyan
Latter – related to historian – is with Shropshire Adult Educ. College.
Dr. Duncan Whittaker
Witness for FM in SA libel action.
Also Erica Schumann – above’s wife – Hugh Massey.
(WC will let me have addresses of above where he can).
J D Beresford & FM
FM didn’t consider himself much of a writer, so called in JD to ghost
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MSI for him. He would send JD a chapter, which JD would write and
send back to FM, who in turn would object that that was not what he had
meant to say. Correspondence is in AP files. After that FM & JD saw little of each other. Just after World War II an Alex. supporter (Cliff – – – -?
[probably Clifford Lewis]) ran across JD in a Cornish guesthouse (I met
JD & Esme Wynne Tyson in Welsh Veget. guesthouse in 1939). Not knowing of any earlier connection between JD & FM, and noticing JD’s bad
leg and general bad use, this fellow-guest told him about the technique.
Whereupon JD admitted he’d known FM and his work, but said he hadn’t
gone ahead with lessons because he felt it would mean too much disturbance with whole habits of life (Check via WC).
Louise Morgan, Neil & FM
Louise Mor. ran across FM’s books and tried for some time to work it out
for herself. Then she heard of [Charles] Neil and – tho. she doesn’t reveal
this in “IY” [Inside Yourself] – had many lessons from him. She decided
to write book about it and only then did she discover FM himself was
still alive – Neil had never let on. Vexed with CN over this (and no doubt
hearing scornful things about him from FM) she changed subject of book
to FM & his work and made no mention of CN. The “American friend”
whose progress is described in “IY” was genuine; WC remembers giving
her lessons at AP. LM had several interviews with FM and sent him M.S.
to read, which he “toned down” considerably – but not overmuch, regarding it as “her book”. Reason why LM never actually had a lesson from
FM was that she had an invalid husband who needs constant attention;
when she was going to CN they were living in London, but had moved by
time she met FM to the country, so that she couldn’t get up for lessons.
She is now about 70, nearly a hunchback, but – accdg. to WC – a remarkably active, lively woman, looking after husband, running house, writing,
growing home-made wines (subject of latest book) etc. The passage in
Inside Your Kitchen re FMA Tech. is one of best. WC thinks she would be
helpful to see.
Aldous Huxley & FM
AH was taking lessons at Ash. Pl. [Ashley Place] by time WC started
training (1936). Brought about a marked improvement in his condition
to which he has paid tribute in print many times. Why FM was so upset
by Art of Seeing was that no indication was given that the specific Bates
exercises had been preceded – and no doubt were much affected in practice – by long reeducation in FMA Tech. Question: would Bates system
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have been so effective without general improvement in use? (Huxley’s
sister was “queen bee” of Bates group in Paris.) Bates used to send pupils
to FM. AH continued to have lessons in US from AR’s assistant, Marjorie Barstow, and Lulie -------(?) [Westfeldt], and at Ash. Pl. when in
Eng[land]. Eyes said to have deteriorated a lot in recent years; story of
how he appeared to be reading well at Hollywood “Oscar” function, then
stumbled and had to peer at script with magnifying glass, showing he had
memorised speech.
Neil, Cripps & FM
Charles Neil – son of wealthy bus. man in Glasgow (Edinburgh?) – had
come to London c. 1939 at c. 16 as a bad asthmatic. Went for lessons to
FM, who helped him a lot and took him on training course. Neil was
only 21 when trained. (WC and de Peyer began training in 1936 – finished 1939). FM offered CN £1 a week as student teacher; CN thought
it wasn’t enough because, though supported by father, latter considered
that by now CN should make his own way. FM, on the other hand, didn’t
see why he should “subsidise” wealthy father by paying CN more than he
considered he was worth. So CN starts to give private lessons to a wealthy
pupil (friend of father’s?) without FM knowing, but reached point where
he thought case should be referred to FM. FM was annoyed to learn CN
had been teaching privately (for sake of tech. or at loss of wealthy pupil?)
and told the pupil CN wasn’t fit to teach; whereupon the business man
advised CN to set up on his own – which he did. FM & CN were thereafter estranged. Meanwhile, WC, deP [Eric de Peyer] and other students
kept in touch with CN – esp. deP, who had promised CN (without FM
knowing) to join up with him as soon as he qualified. When efforts were
being made c. 1943 to bring all teachers together and put work on proper
“constitutional” basis to ensure continuance after FM’s death (this was
largely on Crippses’ instigation with backing from Barlows), a meeting
was arranged between FM & CN. No one present but them; afterwards
FM said he’d got Charles “to give him a turn” and found that he was
worse even than he’d thought and didn’t know what he was doing; while
CN said he could have helped FM if the old fellow had been willing. (WC
came back from war service abroad around this time and was taken with
Mrs C. to Café Royal for meal by FM). Efforts continued to put the work
on formal basis: the Trust Fund by this time was moribund, last funds
having been used to evacuate school to USA. (FM back from USA in
1943.). A constitution had been drawn up by solicitors – which did not,
however, give FM the deciding voice in how work was to be developed,
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subjecting him to overrule by majority of committee members. WC, IS
[Irene Stewart] & Co objected to this arrangement; the Barlows were in
favour. At the meeting at Ash. Pl., presided over by Sir S. Cripps, where
note on constitution was to be taken, the Barlows made efforts to stampede teachers over on to their side by circulating copy of minutes of last
meeting, their comments thereon and a statement disclosing that FM was
an undischarged bankrupt and that it would be legally difficult to have
him in responsible position. FM’s situation in this respect was supposed
to be unknown to most teachers – tho, in fact, they did know – and it
was disclosed without FM’s knowledge. The effect was quite the oppos.
of what intended; the other teachers were so angered that they refused to
have anything to do with the constitution, even to the extent of refusing to
meet the legal costs involved (£70?).
Stafford & Isobel Cripps were still determined to establish some kind
of centre for the work and, discouraged by lack of progress at A.P., they
saw a likely instrument in CN – the one among the younger teachers who
had shown most initiative. Plans were already being made between them
as FM’s 80th birthday approached in 1948; the teachers at A.P. knew
about it, but as FM was still recovering from his stroke of Dec., 1947,
they kept it from him. It was intended to hold a birthday party for him
in Jan. ’49 and FM was approached to say whom he’d like in the chair
(the Earl of Lytton, who’d presided at FM’s 70th being by then dead).
To their consternation, FM at once said Stafford Cripps! The others still
said nothing, expecting that in the circs. [circumstances] Cripps would
excuse himself – but he didn’t. As a result Cripps presided at the dinner,
extolling FM in phrases widely quoted in the press, while – in WC’s words
– Neil sat looking like “the cat that had swallowed the cream”, knowing
that plans were all set for opening the Cripps Centre (calling it the “Isobel
Cripps Centre” was apparently CN’s idea and the “Stafford Cripps Centre” would perhaps have been too political). The news when it came out
shook FM badly; he felt he’d been betrayed by Cripps. (Note: I remember
being told – by FM or one of teachers, I can’t remember – that FM had
turned down proposal from the Crippses because they wanted to call the
centre after themselves and also have too much say in its running …either
this story was apocryphal, a face-saver perhaps, or else it is another view
of the episode). By April, 1948, the Isobel Cripps Centre and CN as Sir
S. Cr.’s teacher were being written up in the press (see sources: 64, 65).
FM retaliated by stating that CN didn’t teach his technique. The Cripps
centre was eventually renamed the Reeducation Centre (why?) and now
under WC is called the “Constructive Education Centre” (? check) [the
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Constructive Teaching Centre].
SA Libel Action: Political B/Ground
Irene Tasker had established very succ. teaching practice in Jo’burg from
1935 and among her pupils were – to quote WC – “liberals with little and
large 1’s”, politically opposed to the growing right-wing, Afrikaaner, proGerman element in S.A. Trouble began to brew when Transvaal Teachers’
Assn. passed a resolution urging abolition of existing physical education
in SA schools in view of harm it was doing as shown by FMA. The Physical Research Officer to the Education Dept. of the S.A. Govt. was Dr.
Ernst Jokl, a Jewish-German émigré – not refugee – of paradoxically proNazi sympathies. He went to see IT for demonstration of technique. In
view of importance of his visit, and the fact that he was a big heavy man,
IT said she would prefer him to be shown by FM himself. Whereupon
Jokl became openly hostile and in the March 1944 issue of Manpower,
official publication of the Nat. Advisory Council for Physical Education,
wrote an article attacking the technique, impugning FM as a quack and
exploiter of the rich, and deriding by name many who had given him support. This would probably not have been seen in London if IT had not
brought home a copy (returned early 1944– or in 1943?). FM’s inclination was to ignore that matter, but SA supporters pressed him to take
action to get rebuttal & apology. FM therefore went to see S.A. High
Comm. in London, who expressed the view that article was a flagrant libel
and gave FM to understand that apology and retractation would certainly
be published. No one in London knew all the political implications, however, and no apology was forthcoming. Pressure on FM to do something
continued, especially as under S.A. law any chance of legal action of this
kind lapses if left more than 3(?) yrs. FM went to consult famous international solicitors – people who handled all Duke of Windsor’s affairs,
and they advised him to sue for libel, believing that Jokl would then climb
down. Again, however, they acted without full knowledge of the SA political situation – and, in fact, Jokl and his co-editors of the official journal,
Dr. Eustace Henry Cluver and Dr. Bernard Maule Clarke, announced
that they would defend the action. Their first step was to apply for a sum
of about £5,000 to be paid into court in S.A. by FM to cover costs, since
he was not S.A. citizen. FM’s reps. managed to get this sum knocked
down by a few hundred pounds. FM’s case was accepted by a well-known
SA lawyer, Berenger (?) [Vernon Berrangé], a pupil of IT, and another
pupil, leading K.C. called -------- (?) [Norwood Coaker] approached to
lead prosecution. However, he said he considered he could be more use-
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ful to FM in the witness-box and declined brief. Those representing FM
were associated with liberal, pro-British political attitude. Next move was
application by Jokl & Co, to send commission to London to get evidence
from leading medical men, such as Horder; when it was allowed, FM
made similar application successfully. ([Duncan] Whittaker & [Wilfred]
Barlow were among docs. who actually went to S.A. to give evidence for
FM). This took about 3 weeks. The case was heard by the Transvaal Provincial Division of the S.A. Supreme Court and was a cause celebre; the
SA Govt. Attorney was briefed to defend Jokl & Co.
The Court’s judgement was in FM’s favour and he was awarded
£1,000 costs and damages – 2nd highest in SA legal history (?). But the
terms of the judgement were cool, implying that the Alex. Tech. had not
been proved entirely worthless. Jokl & Co appealed against this judgement; it did not necessitate a retrial but review of the evidence by the
Appeal Court in Bloemfontein. In his judgement the Chief Justice found
that no grounds for reversal of Transveal Court’s judgement, nor did he
consider damages to FM were excessive. The terms of this judgement
were considerably kinder to FM than that of provincial Court. Evidence
ran in all to over 450,000 words, and case took five years to complete.
FM’s undischarged bankruptcy
After efforts to get FM freed of this stigma had failed thro mishandling
(source 77), Dr. Peter Macdonald eventually “bought FM’s debt”.
Teachers’ pay & fees for lessons
Carrington was paid £5 a week prewar; £10 a week when he resumed
postwar, which he considered reasonable. Pat Macdonald did not consider £10 postwar reasonable, hence his breakaway – AS said: “FM
chucked him out”. Before war FM charged 3gns. himself and lgn. for
lesson from asst. Same scale kept after war. Bainbridge-St. teachers still
charge 1gn. – WC wants to raise but won’t without them. But he charges
2gns. after first 15(?) lessons. Pat Mac charges 3gns a lesson. Neil used to
charge 2–3gns. (?).
Notes of disc. with Patrick J. Macdonald, Ash. Pl. 5 September 1961
(In waiting-room: FM’s certificates for Pat. Mac., Peter Scott and a
woman (---------?). Copy of “FMA Tech: Short Intro” by Pat. Mac. Searles caric. of FM and pencil sketch of FM in earlier period by -------?
Mounted clipping of letter to “New Daily” by Pat. Mac., replying to critic
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of earlier letter he had written commenting on rheumatism article).
P.M.’s assn. with FM
Dr. Peter Macdonald (who was pupil but never qualified teacher; supported and publicised FM’s work and read through MS of books before
publication) came to London in 1920, bringing Pat with him to have
lessons from FM as the boy – then 10 yrs. old – was ill-coordinated & in
bad shape.
PM continued to have lessons from then on and in 1932 started as
student with first Training Course, joining in Autumn of that year course
that had begun in 1931. Got his certificate after three years (1935), but –
“unlike some of the others” – recognised he still didn’t know much about
Alex. Tech. and “hung around” to pick up more. Apart from Miss Tasker
and Miss Webb (who grew up with work and were more FM’s “apprentices”), PM thinks he was first paid asst. teacher.
Recalls during students class that an old boy used to hobble up and
down with dog past the row of houses that then stood opposite 16 A.P.
(bombed in war – now modern building). One day FM sprang to window
and exclaimed: “Look at that scoundrel – he’s a living proof that everything I’m teaching you is wrong. If I were right, that wretch couldn’t live!
I’ll shoot the bugger”!
Penhill & Ash. Pl.
As a lad, PM used to go and stay with FM at Penhill – by train to Sidcup Station and then along a country road (now all built up). FM had a
chance once to buy 400 acres surrounding Penhill, but he was away in
USA and his solicitor thought the price – a few hundred pounds an acre
– too expensive, telling FM that he (solicitor) knew the owners well and
would always get first option. The result was that the surrounding land
was sold over FM’s head. When Penhill sold as building lots (by Beaumont after FM’s death) fetched £4,000 an acre. Building now in progress
there – PM says I couldn’t get any impression of how it was from visit
now.
From 1904 FM lived and taught in SW1 vicinity – first at Army &
Navy Mansions, moving to Ash. Pl. about 1910–12, where rent was £600
a year, probably expensive-seeming then but later definitely cheap for
neighbourhood. Penhill acquired some time in early 1920s (?). FM lived
in basement flat at Ash. Pl. and travelled to Penhill weekends, or later –
when school established there – on weekdays as required. A woman who
was “quite a character” cooked for him at AP (Marjory Barlow would
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know her).
PM later went to Penhill to teach in the school. One day when he was
bending over working on a young pupil, he received a wallop on the backside. Turning round and challenging boy who’d done it, he was met with
the apology: “Oh, I’m sorry – I thought you were FM”.
PM said at time of FM’s 80th birthday in 1948 he and FM had quarrelled. He left him about June, 1948, and went to teach at house of Clifford Lewis (music teacher?) in Cardiff.
PM on FM as teacher
PM said it was too early to put the truth about FM in a book – perhaps
never fitting; would be unfair to the old man and reflect on the work. I
replied that a biography with omissions was asking someone else to fill
them in less sympathetically, but in any case it was important for me to
know all the facts so that I could select judiciously
However, PM thought there was no reason why FM’s “obstinacy”
should not be brought out. If he thought a certain thing he couldn’t be
budged from it unless someone could prove the opposite to his satisfaction. “He was a great experimenter and an artist – a sculptor of the human
form, a Leonardo da Vinci – but a bad teacher.” A bad teacher, in PM’s
view, because he could work on people but not explain to them what he
was doing (though he improved in that in later years) and also because he
was inept in human relationships – quarrelling with many – and couldn’t
understand what went on in others’ minds. I expressed surprise at that,
saying that I thought good sensory appreciation would give that insight.
PM insisted that, while FM could “read” a person when he had him in
that chair, he had no sense of what made people tick otherwise. He agreed
that FM found writing “laborious”, though I rather put the words into his
mouth, but said that he hadn’t had the education for literary work and
in any case was not setting himself up as a literary man. He wrote the
books because he thought he ought to explain certain things; all things
considered, PM agreed, and bearing in mind that he was brought up in a
“wordy” era, he did it very well indeed. He said he recalled vaguely that
FM had had his first book ghosted by JDB [J. D. Beresford], but that others were written by himself with suggestions and criticisms from those
around him and friends.
PM considered the Training Course had been very badly run, resulting
in people going out with certifs. who were not really equipped to teach;
FM knew it and would then tell people that these teachers were no good.
The merit of the Alex Soc., if it could gain sufficient support, was to bring
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some order into this situation, setting up some recognised standard and
submitting applicant-teachers to some kind of test. “There are too many
people running around who shouldn’t be teaching the technique.”
AR and Neil as teachers
PM considered that AR was much better at expressing himself and
explaining things – “I learnt a lot from AR” – and also had more insight
into people’s feelings and reactions.
When Bernard Shaw started coming for lessons there was a good deal
of excitement at Ash. Pl. on getting this “lion”. But AR took PM over road
for a drink and told him: “Shaw will never do anything for us” – which he
didn’t compared, say, with Aldous Huxley.
[Charles] Neil was original student on course that PM joined in 1932.
He wasn’t much good as a teacher, accdg. to PM, tho better in earlier
days until he accepted role of expert in relaxation; but he was a first-class
salesman. FM quarrelled with CN, as he did with a lot of people. Reason
why Neil got so much press publicity was that he was prepared to accept
role as sort of special physiotherapist, on fringe of medical prof. PM said
he wasn’t prepared to accept this role; he didn’t intend to be “placed”
as sidekick to medicine or any other existing practice, but to carry on
FM’s work in putting forward a new conception … a new way of life, in
effect. For this reason he wasn’t sympathetic to Barlow’s efforts to get
work “medically accepted”; such a policy only led to putting technique in
old clothes, whereas in fact it was something new. Neil was very successful, but deteriorated to point where he only talked nicely to people and
showed them how to relax.
FM’s wife
She was at Penhill when PM used to stay there as a lad. She was a “cow”.
An Australian who fancied herself as an actress, though no one else did
except FM, who spent a lot of money trying to get her staged. She would
have nothing to do with the technique and died of angina pectoris before
the war – from which tech. might have saved her. At some point before her
death, FM and she separated (see Beaumont on this).
FM’s vigour in old age
When about 70, FM gave up driving and hired a chauffeuse who was
a very good driver. Somewhere around Penhill they were involved in
an accident with a lorry; lorry-driver got out and started abusing. FM
knocked him down – no legal repercussions.
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FM used sometimes to go from Charing Cross to Penhill by train. At
Sidcup Station only one porter to wave on train and take tickets, so locked
passengers in while he saw off train. On this day it was raining and FM
got so impatient that he threw the gate back. Others moved through with
his murmuring approval, whereupon FM said to them: “Yes, you had to
wait for an old man to do it. In Australia, we’ve have charged that gate
and broken through.”
Peggy Alexander
PM believes she was daughter of FM’s wife’s sister. She was at Penhill
before the break-up.
Beaumont Alex [Alexander]
Lives at Grove Hall Hotel, Twyford. (Twyford 106). Knows I’ll be
approaching him.
FM & the Scientists
When FM was teaching in Australia, well-known medical man Mackay
was interested in his work. Told FM he should study physiology and anatomy, attending lectures at med. school. FM asked how he could, since he
wasn’t studying to be a doctor or intending to become a doctor. Mackay
said he would see if he could arrange it and – at some trouble – did so.
FM duly attended lectures at School of Physiology & Anatomy, but after
a few went back to Mackay and told him: “I can’t go on with these lectures.” Mackay, rather put out, asked him why. FM said he had watched
the professor of anatomy and watched the professor of physiology – “if
their knowledge leads to that I don’t want it!” That always remained his
attitude to theoretical med. science.
PM said there had always been a strong prejudice in press and medical
circles against FMA Tech., and hence deprived of full publicity. Example:
well-known ex-boxer who, whenever interviewed by press, gives them a
lecture on Alex. Tech. Reporters, interested, take back a sheaf of notes on
the subject – but never a word of it appears.
Shakespeare plays in 1930s
FM, repeating what he had done many years earlier in Australia with
group of pupils (who were then, however, actors, reciters and elocutionists by profession), decided about 1932 to put on a public performance of
“The Merchant of Venice”. Months of rehearsals were not yielding much
result (“FM thought all you needed to do was to put your head forward
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and up and everything would be all right”), so PM suggested to him need
to engage professional producer. FM was angry at the idea, but next
day said that he agreed with suggestion. Reggie Bates – now dead – was
engaged, and was at first horrified at general state of the production. After
a while, however, he said something that showed that the tech., after all,
was coming to players’ aid. He said: “You know you’re funny people – I’ve
never met anyone like you. When I ask you to do something, you stop +
pause until you really understand what I want you to do. Consequently, I
can teach you quicker than anyone I’ve taught before.”
“The Mer. of Ven.” was put on – through the agency of FM’s friend
Lilian Bayliss – at Sadler’s Wells & Old Vic. in 1933 (?). The only one to
show stagefright was a professional actress engaged as a replacement. The
rest took it in their stride. FM played Shylock – and made a very good
Shy, accdg. to PM, with the play duly cut and rearranged to make him the
central character. Pat Mac played Bracchiano. Press notices (still extant?)
were kind to the amateurs.
In the following year “Hamlet” was staged; PM contracted out of this
– “tired of playing around”.
Reggie Bates eventually went over to America with a company and
stayed there, teaching the Alex. Tech. which he really knew little about.
After a short time he died of pneumonia – a warning, said PM, not to try
and teach if not qualified, because it can drag you down and dangerously
reduce breathing.
FM’s fees + hours
After World War I – when “there was plenty of money around in certain
circles” – FM charged £4 4s. a lessons. Not only from himself, but also
from AR (“most of it went into FM’s pocket”). In USA at that time FM
charged an “astronomic” fee. After World War II he charged £3 3s. (what
I paid in ’48).
In early 20s FM used to start at 9am + end at 6pm with 1hr. off for
lunch + ½ hour for tea – “tremendous worker”.
Notes of interview with Robert D. Best at 25 Museum St W.C.1. on
27 September 1961 (home address: 20 Frederick Road, Edgbaston,
Birmingham 15).
RDB & FM
RDB was fairly badly wounded in Gt. War [World War I] and suffered
afterwards from neck tremor and spinal trouble – was in pretty poor con-
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dition in the 20s. Thro Architect Murray Easton (see RDB’s questionnaire
replies) he heard of FM’s work and read Ludovici’s Man: an Indictment
and FM’s CCC. RDB’s son, John, was born in that year – 1929 – and he
waited until after that and then got in touch with FM. Went out to lunch
with FM and told him CCC was a thoroughly bad book. Then and later
he argued a lot with FM, and was sometimes very rude to him, but FM
took it very well.
RDB’s views on FM
FM had a one-track mind, tho he was always criticising this trait in others;
and with this one-track-mindedness went a pugnacity and streak of paranoia that did not make his influence on others – esp. students – entirely a
good one. RDB cited Pat Mac as example of one who had acquired FM’s
pugnacious attitude, as evidenced in the legal action against Bain. St.
[Bainbridge Street, the teaching address of the group of teachers – Walter Carrington, John Skinner, Irene Stewart, Margaret Goldie – who left
Ashley Place when Beaumont Alexander took over the premises]. Other
students, e.g. George Trevelyan & Gurney McInnes, would be under the
“hypnotic influence” for a period and then react against it into complete
reversal of attitude, wanting nothing more to do with the technique and
insisting that they had “gone beyond all that”. RDB thought the judge
in the SA Libel Action (first summing-up) had put it well when he said
FM claimed to do too much in his books. He thought Lewis Mumford
in his “The Conduct of Man” (?) which contains references to FM, had
put the technique in proper perspective. RDB said there were at least six
other aspects of living – diet, sex, sport & exercise, aesthetic appreciation, psycho-physical awareness and philosophy of life or religion – that
had equal importance with good physical coordination, but FM wouldn’t
accept this view. He had little time for the aesthetic side and spoke scornfully of music in one or two places in books (though I pointed out he
had studied violin in early days). What was his view of religion? – RDB
thought I ought to find out. Result of this exclusivity was to build up in
FM’s immed. circle a prophetic, paranoiac atmosphere that saw criticism
& opposition as persecution.
RDB & AR
Pat Mac “worshipped” AR. RDB thought he might have had more empathy as regards other people than FM, but he had a crude, rude matter of
teaching that used to make one of RDB’s daughters come home crying.
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RDB’s children & FM
RDB’s two daughters – both older than the son, now married women with
children of own, living in Birmingham – went for lessons, and the son,
John, was at FM’s school at Penhill and USA. RDB thinks it would be
interesting for me to talk to them and see how much they have retained:
very little in case of daughters, he believes, tho perhaps a bit more in
John’s case. The trouble is, he pointed out, that they don’t remember what
they were like before lessons and therefore don’t realise any benefit; they
mainly remember the unpleasant incidents. One of daughters does try to
teach child to “stop” but it had had no effect – child is in a very bad way in
use and co-ordination. RDB suggested I ask them whether they ever apply
the “stop” principle to themselves. He was doubtful whether technique
had results with children that FM claimed and hoped; they benefitted at
the time but had too little idea of own condition to realise that they had
done so and continue work on own initiative. He thought it was mature
people – not children, not hero-worshippers – who could derive most
permanent benefit from work and keep it up.
FM offered to take John Best to US with him during war (he was 11 at
that time) and after family conference it was agreed he should go. But it
“didn’t work out” and they had to take him away; some friends over there
took him on and sent him to good school in Connecticut. (Correspondence with FM over this is among RDB papers). John would be able to tell
me a great deal about FM in US from the inside. His address at present is:
J. R. H. Best, 56 Walton St., S.W.3. (KEN 7408). Just got married and
moving end of month to 8 Leigh Court, Avonmore Rd., W.14.
Correspondence
RDB asks me to regard it as confidential and not to be published or shown
to people without his permission. It was agreed I will contact him again
in some weeks when I’ve had chance to sort thro. papers and decide what
I want to use. Meanwhile he is sending me a copy of Man: an Indictment,
also a “sieve” [sic] he has compiled as overall ref. to FM’s books.
Notes on interview with A. Rugg-Gunn at 18 Harley St., 29.9.61
RG & FM
He read one of the books in 1913 (CCC, he thinks – a “little book of abt.
60 pages’*; but he admits his memory is poor on all names & details),
but wasn’t much impressed because he thought too much was claimed.
Something must have stuck, however, because after WW1 his interest
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reawakened and he went for lessons to FM and afterwards became very
friendly with him.
* Refers in FMA Me. Lect. [Memorial Lecture] “Physiological Gradients”,
to having bought in 1913 “slim book of 50 pages, entitled Conscious Control
(Man’Supreme Inheritance) in Relation to Human Evolution in Civilization,
published by Methuen in 1912.

FM, he says, was extremely vain and this was a great handicap to him
in putting over his work. He showed RG the M.S. of US, but when RG
suggested changes to make the book more acceptable to the medical mind
FM refused to change a word of it.
Work & med. prof.
RG’s own book (provisionally accepted by Heinemann, but requiring
revision in light of new scient. evidence) is mainly intended to convince
med. profession of validity of FM’s work; without this acceptance, RG
believes it will peter out into private obscure corruptions of the technique introduced under guise of “improvements” or “developments”. FM
brought his technique to perfection, he says, and there is no improving it.
In his book, evolutionary, physiological, biochemical & similar evidence
is marshalled to show that FM’s discoveries are solidly based on scientific
principles and represent the logical next development (for man? For scientific thought?).
Work & thinkers
For same reason, RG urges that the relationship of FM & his work to
scientists and thinkers like Coghill, Sherrington, Dewey and A. Huxley
should be well brought out in my book.
Dewey, especially . . . An R.C. priest called Eric David McCormack, of
Chicago Catholic University, wrote a thesis for a Guggenheim scholarship
to Europe on “Dewey & Alexander” – their mutual influence. He thinks
this would be an invaluable source (see Barlow on this). “FMA + John
Dewey: A Neglected Influence” (Abstract + letter from E.D.M. let to me
by R-G.)
References
RG lent me copy of a book published in Majorca by one of FM’s disciples, Some Talk of Alexander, which links the work – in a subjective way –
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with mystical self-realisation.
Notes on discussion with Irene Stewart at 27 Morpeth Mans. [Mansions], S.W.1, 10 October 1961.
IS & the 1st training course
IS has letter from FM, dated early 1931, replying to one from her apologising for not being able to start on agreed day through illness. She (or
class?) started just before Easter, 1931, with Marjorie Barstow (“American student” referred to in FM’s letter), Geo. [George] Trevelyan, Erika
------? [Schumann, later Whittaker], Miss Webb’s niece) and IS. Joined
later by Jean & Gurney McInnes [MacInnes]. (What about Marjory Barlow? Had IS “forgotten” her?). After 3 years FM seemed to think they
needed further training and offered them another year free (Pat Mac [Patrick Macdonald] didn’t mention this). IS had, however, been offered a
job by FM at the “little school”, now at Penhill, as matron. She tried to
combine this work, laying on meals and caring for children’s needs, with
coming up to town to join the students’ class; not only for the instruction,
but to be with them – happy atmosphere. This proved too much for her
strength. Also, she wasn’t trained for school teaching and found herself
“soft” with the naughty ones.
From the start of the original Training Course Pat Mac was always
about to join when he’d finished at Cambridge, but didn’t come, IS
thinks, for at least a year.
Evacuation of school to U.S.
When school was to be evacuated, the then matron fell out & IS – who
had already been on the staff and could qualify for special exit permit
as trained FMA Tech. teacher, and who also had passport in order as a
result of recent trip abroad – stepped in at short notice. She heard on a
Sunday that she was to go and left on a Wednesday – for 3 yrs. She only
had time to tell parents they might see her at the port (name?). For security reasons, no details could be given of sailing & destination. IS & Miss
Goldie had to get special permits to go as between 16–60 years of age;
none necessary for FM & Miss Webb (whose age was kept secret, but
who thought to be over 90 when died a few years ago). Voyage was last on
which children were taken out of UK. Ship: The Monarch of (Bermuda)
(illegible in my notes). Those on board imagined there must be something
precious abroad in view of strong convoy. An article later published in
The Reader’s Digest November 1955 revealed that ship has been carry-
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ing bullion. (“The Secret Voyage of Britains’ Treasure”, Reader’s Digest
November 1955.)
School’s quarters in US was handsome, white-timbered, colonial style
Whitney Homestead – home of famous Whitney family, now on trust –
which FM secured through the Unitarians, after much writing round in
America. Living nearby was Frank Pierce Jones, then Prof. of Greek, and
family. FPJ visited and came for lessons, and so did his 2 little boys and
girl – now grown up and married. FPJ became leading US supporter and
took portraits of FM.
IS was in USA with the school until 1943.
FM & riding
FM loved riding and during the war his own horse, Peter, had to be put
down, back in UK. On return from USA, FM said one day that what
he really needed was a day’s riding and this was arranged on borrowed
horses in Surrey, where the series of riding pics (of which IS has a set)
were taken. It was a particularly happy day, as caught in one laughing pic.
of FM.
AR’s accident
AR, who had ridden all over Australia, had a riding accident on FM’s
horse in Rotten Row in 20s or early 30s; it left him crippled & thereafter
he taught sitting.
The plays
IS played Jessica in “Mer. of Venice” and Hamlet’s mother (i.e. FM’s
“mother”) in the other play performed by students in 30s. She says FM
played Shylock well (he used to do extracts to entertain at gatherings),
getting right inside the character and interpreting the role with originality
& sympathy – perhaps too sympathetically. Of FM’s Hamlet, IS said, “the
less said the better”.
They played at Old Vic & Sadler’s Wells to audiences mainly of friends
and supporters. Moving from one theatre to the other, they had different
scenery with different exits & entrances – and only one morning to get
used to the new arrangement. The producer (Reg. Bates) was amazed at
how readily they readjusted themselves, declaring that professional actors
would have been hopelessly confused; a tribute, in fact, to “conscious
control”. The play was performed on a charity performance day (at both
theatres?).
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FM’s family
IS knew little about FM’s family. Peggy Alexander – FM’s wife’s niece,
now Peggy Fraser – is shown in 80th birthday pic. with her husband. Max,
whose mother died around time of first Training Course, mixed in with
students.
FM & Ludovici
Also in 80th birthday dinner pic. is Ludovici. He’s still alive, living somewhere in Suffolk, and attended Alex. Soc.’s [Alexander Society’s] ’61
Memorial Lecture. Wrote Health & Re-education at FM’s request for fee.
FM always wanted to add in any topical development to his books, as a
result of which it was hard to get him to finish them (IS took UCL to NY
publisher herself so that FM couldn’t delay it any more). Same happened
with Ludo’s book, and one chapter – on Jacks – which was put in to FM’s
order is, in lS’s view, pretty worthless and detracts from book. (Also ref.
to FM’s work in Ludo’s Seven Pillars).
Penhill
When IS first went to Penhill – reached across Sidcup golf course – it was
a lovely, away-from-it-all-spot (IS has painting done by pupil showing
view from her window at Penhill, with FM in corner).
FM sold it before his death, says IS. Beaumont occupied cottage in
grounds; abt. a week before FM’s death he went down to see Beaumont,
who was himself supposed to be dying, and on this visit saw his beloved
Penhill beginning to be demolished (how does this square with WC’s &
FM’s version that Beaumont sold Penhill?).
Source & phots
Erika Whittaker, Miss Webb’s niece, may have useful documents as her
aunt was for so many years FM’s secretary. Also may have a notebook in
which Irene Tasker kept record of FM’s dicta.
IS has pics of 70th & 80th birthday dinners and signed 80th dinner
program. 70th pics include good close-up of FM & Lytton. 80th pic
shows, inter alia, Beaumont, Max, Peggy Fraser & husband, Sir Staff &
Lady Cripps, Ludovici, McDonagh.
Also has Vicki cartoon from N.Chron. [News Chronicle] 27.1.49, depicting Sir S. Cripps giving forward-and-up lesson to German trade and captioned approx.: “Cripps Technique – or improved with Alex. Tech.”
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Irene Tasker
IT said recently she thought SA libel action should be buried & forgotten
– perhaps, IS added, because “she started the whole thing”. IS suggests
Tasker gap might be filled out partly thro Miss Goldie, who came in to
help her with school, and partly thro Erika Whittaker.
FM’s 80th birthday portrait
IS said portrait brought out FM’s fragility, esp. as it was painted soon
after his stroke. Sometimes, tired, he looked to those who knew him as if
“puff of wind wd. [would] blow him away.”
To hear about from IS…
Day she spent with Bernard Shaw to Laurence St. Ayot…
When she held Matheson Lang’s paralysed arm…
Notes on phone talk with Irene Stewart, 27 September 1961
She was in original students Training Course with Gurney McInnes,
(Sir) George Trevelyan & (?) Erika, Miss Webb’s niece.
Has programme of play; will look out other documents if time, if any
of interest.
Has notes of connection with work prepared for Bain. St. v. Ashley Pl.
legal action.
(Told me more about Miss Tasker – see in notebook FMA(1)).
Notes of discussion with Dr. & Mrs Barlow at 3 Albert Crt., S.W.7.
11 October 1961
WB [Wilfred Barlow] is to put project before Alex. Soc. on Fri., 13.10.61,
and see if committee is prepared (a) to help with material (b) to sponsor.
WB will then write. I applied for applic. form to join Alex Soc., which is
being sent to me.
SA libel action
WB has typescript of SA case proceedings (7 bound vols. – 400.000 wds.)
and large batch of corres. with solicitors etc. regarding preparation &
presentation of case.
It was left to WB to decide whether case should go forward when FM
was due to go to SA and was struck down with stroke. “Very exciting
time,” said WB; and agreed that the libel action would have to be important episode in any biog., as “test-case of FM’s whole career and work.”
Costs (of £6,000?) at stake in this decision.
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Letters from USA
WB also has large pile of letters written while FM was in USA, 1940–3.
Barlows say they were resp. for reopening Ash. Pl. and getting teaching
going again when FM returned.
Alex. Soc.
Barlows also hold correspondence relating to formation of Alex. Soc.
Barlows & FM in France
We recalled going on holiday to France with FM, who lost all his money
in Paris hotel. They arrived in S. of France almost penniless and FM was
sent with remaining few thous. Francs to casino to try to recoup; they
urged him to put money on one colour. He sat there all evening losing the
sum stake by stake. “thoroughly enjoying it”. WB said: “He was a great
gambler – you must bring out that side.”
MB & FM
MB [Marjory Barlow] was more hesitant about the biog. project (esp.
when WB said bankruptcies and similar facts must be brought in), but
perhaps reassured by my stressing that I should omit rather than include
unreliable & prejudiced recollections. There were those, said MB, who
maintained that FM taught students nothing in the Training Course, usually those who were not much good as teachers; but personally she herself
had learnt a lot. (Among the “extremists” in attitude to FM were cited
Robert Best & Mungo Douglas). They both thought I should have great
diffic. in steering way thro partisan & proprietary versions of FM’s character & life, and probably encounter objections from some of these quarters at whatever I wrote.
MB – who is FM’s sister’s daughter – knew little of FM until she began
to take up work; even then she was primarily interested in him as teacher
rather than as uncle and knew comparatively little of family matters.
Other autobiog. & biog. Material
Barlows say Max Alex. has recently been in Australia collaborating with
a Dr. Finlay (?) in trying to dig up material about FM’s early life with
a view to publication in an Australian “great man” series. (Max now in
Hong Kong?).
Barlows have material from FM’s early Australian days, e.g. strangely
headed handbills.
MB helped to type FM’s autobiog., but he had only got up to end of
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Australian life when she left off, on getting married. She understood from
him later, however, that he’d got well past that stage and had completed
book. The M.S. is now presumably in Beaumont’s hands; Barlows say
there has been talk of publishing it. Nevertheless, I might get sight of it at
least for early outline and dates.
McCormack published the thesis on Dewey & Alex. (of which RG sent
me abstract), tho Barlow found it biased in that it presented FM’s work
as having grown up in America and hardly dealt with the London end.
McCormack has apparently since sought a Guggenheim schol. [scholarship] to come to Europe and collect material for a biog. of FM, but WB
doesn’t think he got it.
Alex. Soc. is publishing a bibliography of everything written by & about
FM & the Tech.
FM’s bankruptcy
In conn. with the bankruptcy, WB referred to FM borrowing money from
MB’s father – FM’s brother-in-law – but added hastily that it was up to
her to reveal such facts. MB said rather stiffly that she knew little about it.
Irene Tasker
They thought IT may be unwilling to co-operate for “emotional reasons”
– in view of so long assoc. with FM.
FMA
(via Dr. Barlow 28.2.69) [Additional notes on separate page.]
All the leading speech and drama schools in London are now applying
Alex.’s methods. There is an Alex. teacher on staff of RADA (Roy. Acad.
of Dramatic Art).
Also being recognised by speech therapists…. And in dance training
field.
Pupils have included many leading conductors, singers and musicians,
as well as sectors (Redgrave family and Nyree Dawn Porter).
Recent WB pupil – Princess Lee Radziwill, Jackie Kennedy’s sister
Mind-body interaction, now so widely recognised in psycho-somatic
medicine, was clearly seen by Alex.
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Says WB: “Alex bridges the gap between psychoanalysis and behaviour
therapy”
(Eysenck & Co’s approach to psychological problems as behaviour
patterns or habits simply to be changed thro reconditioning).
FM’s work has been borne out by recent trends in fields of psychology,
psychosomatic medicine, ergonomics, speech therapy, neurophysiology of
muscle, etc. etc.
A leading psychologist said: “You are at the growing point of all the
work we’re doing….”
What is unique about the Alex. teacher is he gives info thro hands and
voice – audio-tactile.
From another standpt., the technique is a method of inhibiting stimuli
and working on oneself.
Technique has had remarkable success in the whole field of rheumatic
disorders, inc. back troubles & spondylosis (osteo-arthritis of the neck);
frozen shoulder; voice troubles, inc. stammerers; aftercare of polio; many
forms of psycho-neurosis; and rehabilitation cases, inc. “putting together”
car crash victims who hv. bn. treated by physiotherapy for individual injuries but remain disinterested.
Says Bill Barlow: “We get the give-ups from all kinds of fields”.
A recent statistical survey of the results of various forms of physical
educ. in the UK concluded that the Alex. Tech. was the method most
worth following up).
Notes of discussion with John Skinner 13 November 1961
JS & FMA
JS read CCC just before World War II. While prisoner of war he read Ends
& Means, too, and decided that what FMA offered was what he wanted;
he didn’t know what he wanted but felt FMA was right in saying that the
modern man’s way of doing everything was wrong.
He wrote to FM saying he proposed to come to London (from Australia) for lessons and afterwards to enter the training course. FM’s reply
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was too indefinite for JS…didn’t say he should come or not come. He
told JS later that he couldn’t tell people whether they should come from
Australia, US, SA; they had to make up their own minds. FM hated being
asked to make other people’s decisions for them (“a certain expression
came over his face”); he wanted teachers and pupils to come to their own
decision via first-hand experience. So JS wrote and said he’d booked a
passage over (which was the sort of action FM hoped for) and arrived in
1946.
FM wasn’t at all what JS had expected; he seemed hard & unsympathetic compared with the image he’d formed of the great teacher. But JS
told himself that the way FM was had resulted from 40–50 years’ work on
himself and developing experience, and must therefore be right for FM –
and JS’s reactions probably wrong.
FM put JS straight into the training course without lessons as pupil; he
is unique in that respect, he thinks. Shortly after he had started, Pat Mac
[Patrick Macdonald] started leading off to him about FM; JS was shocked
and told PM that he shouldn’t talk to a newcomer like that, however
much there might be in what he was saying. JS realised from that time
that PM hated FM. He says the break-up wasn’t just over money, as PM
suggested, but more fundamental.
FM’s dynamism and temper
FM – particularly before his stroke – had terrific force of personality,
dynamism, almost ferocity. Former pupil of JS recalled going with her sister who took lessons from FM in 1904 just after he’d arrived in London.
“He was a terrible man,” she said; she had never known anyone like him.
JS felt this force from first contact with FM. He was sitting not long after
arrival in the office and felt something “radiating” over him; he turnedand there was FM glaring at him.
Before his stroke, FM flew – or let himself fly – into terrible rages.
Someone reproached him for this, saying surely his temper, too, should
be subject to conscious control. FM said: “What’s the use of con. control
if you can’t control yourself into a temper, as well as out?” After stroke,
FM was warned to restrain his temper and did so; doing it, says JS, as
he applied all inhibition, not hankering after what he’d given up, but just
dropping it. He also restrained himself in other ways, e.g. 2 cigars a week
instead of 2 a day and no more than couple of glasses of wine.
JS “saw thro” FM’s rages one day when the other was taking a clergyman (he always disliked clergymen ... “poor pupils because you must
have some faith and they have none, otherwise they wouldn’t be a cler-
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gymen”), whom he always castigated fiercely. In the course of an angry
diatribe at the clergyman for wasting his own money and FM’s time, FM
came out to JS and asked him in a normal, calm voice to put some money
on 2 horses in the 2.30 for him. This revealed to JS the expedient nature
of some of FM’s rages. Nevertheless they were frightening and everyone
around used to tremble.
FM, says JS, was driven on by a terrific conflict in himself. In his work
he was a perfectionist and pushed his self-observation to a point far beyond
that at which any normal person would have stopped. Theoretically, FM’s
discovery was possible at any time, at least since invention of the mirror;
but he was unique in his unremitting, dedicated ferocity. And he expected
the same qualities from Alexander teachers. In his view there was no finer
role than to be an Alex. teacher, but he found none of his trainees up to
his standards. They’d had 4, 5, 6 years’ experience as against his own 50
years, and there was little real sharing, in JS’s view – FM was way out on
his own and knew it.Yet he would discuss the work & its problems with an
assistant teacher as an equal, never assuming the role of the master who
knew it all. (See “FM and future of work.”)
In affairs of life, FM was expedient, crafty – and very suspicious. He
never believed in words or what people said, only what people did and
what he could find in them with his own hands & senses. So, only halfbelieving in the reality of the formal, verbal world in which he had to enter
to get himself established, he would twist quotations and evidence to suit
his argument and remain distrustful when others asserted and argued.
“He hated his own books – the only one he had any time for was CCC.” JS
says US was a terrible book – falsifying what happened and misleading to
many who read it. He agreed with me that FM’s early days probably were
very different from the legend – more a matter of cheap handbills and
quack claims than the later legend of step-by-step scientific inquiry and
discovery suggested in FM’s own books and others’ writings. (This was
perhaps again part of FM “playing” at belonging to the establishment –
and yet was he so detached as that?). My difficulty, throughout JS, will be
to unearth this buried past, espec. as so few witnesses survive and many
people prefer the legend to the truth.
FM & possessions
FM worried little about money so long as he had enough for his needs.
But his needs were expensive; he always had a chauffeur-driven car to
the races, had dinner afterwards at the Café Royal, kept a well-stocked
wine cellar – in fact, lived well. When Beaumont (whose fortunes had
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declined during the slump from the heyday of managing Prince’s [a restaurant/club in London] in the 20s and who, after various dubious business ventures, had disappeared during the war in the USA for some years)
sponged off him in the post-war period, FM grumbled about it but didn’t
seem to mind unduly. FM had a strong sense of family; he brought over
his mother, two sisters (one was MB’s [Marjory Barlow’s] mother) and
two brothers to the UK and looked after them. There was some mystery,
says JS, about FM’s father – supposed to be a drunkard who ran away
from his wife or some such, but only hearsay. FM never talked much to JS
about his early life or own married life.
He was possessive, however, about the array of objects d’art and trinkets that stood on the mantelpiece and shelves in front-room at Ash. Pl.
– “not worth more than a couple of pounds the lot,” said JS. In early days
at Ash. Pl., JS had to collect up all these knick-knacks (medallions, statuettes, silver snuff-boxes, miniatures, ashtrays ….) and take them all down
to basement and lock them up for fear of theft.
In the USA, where he charged £5 5s a lesson, he used to take a suite at
Essex Hotel (?), NY, at £200 a month. He would work furiously, taking 16
pupils a day, then come back to UK to take it easy and spend the money.
FM’s teacher
As a dramatic teacher in Australia, FM had James Cathcart – an old man
whom he much admired and is the “old friend” referred to in Autobiog.
Notes N1. JC is supposed to have been a member of Kean’s company.
FM’s wife & Penhill
Her maiden name was Page. It was she who bought Penhill while FM
was absent in US – he would never have taken on such an property. FM
wanted to sell some of Penhill’s 16 (18?) acres for development, but prevented by Kent County Council’s scheduling of land for educ. purposes
under post-war legislation. FM made several attempts by legal action to
get his restriction lifted but never succeeded. JS is sure none of Penhill
was sold in FM’s lifetime.
Beaumont & Ash. Pl.
Beaumont lived in cottage on Penhill estate and was very ill at time of
FM’s death; he didn’t emerge till 5–6 weeks afterwards when he began to
make things difficult by financial pressure for WC [Walter Carrington], JS
& Co. at Ash. Pl. Finally, after demand (or implied demand) for a cut had
been rejected, BM brought in the Official Receiver.
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Why did FM alter his will in the last months and leave Ash. Pl. a goodwill of practice to Monty [Beaumont]? JS thinks he had wormed some
suspicion of his assistants; for some weeks, after a visit to Goodwood and
just after repaying JS a loan, he would hardly speak to JS. Could it have
been something BM put into his mind?
As for the action brought against WC, JS, IS [Irene Stewart] & Co. by
Ashley Pl., JS says: “They got nothing out of it…it was all spite.”
FM & CN
CN [Charles Neil] came to give FM some work – one of only occasions
when FM had a lesson from someone else. He wrote afterwards to CN
and told him that a teacher could do two things with the technique – add
to it or take away from it – and CN had taken away.
Ethel Webb, IT [Irene Tasker] and MG [Margaret Goldie]
EW [Ethel Webb] – or “Pip”, as she was called – died around 1953. She
knew great deal about FM from so many years with him and was, says JS,
a very nice person. Irene Tasker always considered herself the “queen bee”
and never considered she got due status; e.g. it was FM’s practice to pay
all his assistants at Ash. Pl. the same salary irrespective of how many years
with him, which did not suit IT – especially as she considered herself the
“only educated one” among them all. IT was responsible for letting FM
in for the SA libel action, says JS, but dropped out of sight once he was
involved. Margaret Goldie also considers herself the “queen bee”…
FM’s bankruptcy
It was an American car – a Marmon, long unmade – that led to FM being
declared bankrupt. He sent it back after two or three months and was
presented with a bill for £200–£300 which he refused to pay. Made over
all his money to others and let himself be taken to court and declared
bankrupt. Although Peter Macdonald bought the debt and thus enabled
FM to have bank account, FM went down to his grave an undischarged
bankrupt – or so he told his immediate friends.
FM and racing
In the 1920s, in association with tobacco millionaire Cunliffe-Owen and
AR, FM trained race horses. In last years, when JS used to accompany
him everywhere, they would go to all courses around London – Hurst
Park, Kempton Park, Lingfield, Sandown, Alexandra Park – and also each
Ascot and Goodwood meeting.
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AR
Returned from US about 1946 an obviously sick man and died in 1947
(?).
Ludovici
Small, dapper man who would drop in every two or three months – and at
one period much more often. Unquestionably fascist in outlook. Students
were amused by principles he laid down for choosing a mate – principles
Ludo evidently hadn’t applied to selection of own wife. Address: Richangels, Eye, Suffolk.
FM & A. Huxley
Shortly after AH [Aldous Huxley] had written ‘Perennial Philosophy’,
he was talking to FM during lesson about “ultimate reality”. “Do you
know what the ultimate reality is, my dear Aldous?” FM asked him. AH
evinced keen interest. “Change – that’s the ultimate reality,” FM told him.
While AH was writing ‘Eyeless in Gaza’ and taking lessons from FM, a
letter arrived for FM from a plumber who complained that it was all right
for FM to insist on re-education but how could he as a plumber afford
it at £3 3s. a lesson? FM wrote back offering him lessons for nothing.
The plumber came and turned out to be something of a homespun philosopher. FM used to quote some of plumber’s observations to AH while
giving him lessons and thereby the plumber was partly embodied in the
character of Miller in ‘E in G’ [Eyeless in Gaza].
FM on future of work
FM told JS shortly before he died that the work would come to an end
when he went. The only hope of it surviving, acdg. to JS, is if one or two
teachers in each generation bring something new and creative to it out of
themselves.
Possible source
Marion Watts (living in Barnet?), daughter of FM’s publisher, who
might be able to help with recollections, correspondence.
Letters etc. from JS
JS lent me a small box of letters, etc., to look thro. (which he took from
Ash. Pl.). I’m to let him have back anything I consider he should have.
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Interview 22 February 1962 with Margaret Goldie at 13a Morpeth
Mans. [Mansions]
MG and FMA work
MG took training course at Froebel Institute and it was thro. Miss
Lawrence – an FMA enthusiast – that she went to Ash. Pl. for lessons.
Describes herself at that time as very frail and in need of help in many
directions. She was at school with Irene Stewart, and it was thro. seeing
benefit to MG that IS came into work.
When MG started in 1927 she had lessons from FM & AR alternately.
Those from FM she found tremendously helpful and confidence-giving;
those from AR intimidated her and undermined her confidence. AR –
who taught sitting as a result of leg injury years earlier when riding, and
whom it was long before MG saw standing – was solid, square and bearlike and “barked” fiercely.
MG was very interested to find that Irene Tasker and Ethel Webb were
running the “little school” in small back room at AP, for she had thought
of teaching as her own future and here seemed a way of combining it with
FMA work. IT and EW took on pupils after their lessons with FM or AR
to give them further help simply in inhibition – they did not actually teach
the work at that time.
When IT and EW wanted time off from the school work to help FM
with “US” [The Use of the Self] – every sentence of which was gone over
again & again – it was a natural development for MG to step in to help
with the school. That was in Jan. 1929.
The “little” school
There were four to six pupils coming to the school then, all handicapped
in some way, e.g. bad stutterers or retarded, like the publisher’s daughter, Marion Watts, who was still not speaking at 4 yrs old. FM wouldn’t
have it that the children were handicapped – but they were, MG insists,
otherwise parents wouldn’t have taken risk of sending them to such a
“peculiar” school.
Educational work today? MG believes that some of WC’s students are
vising school in Midlands to give occasional lessons, also that Dilys &
WC are doing work in N. London; but doesn’t think intermittent lessons, not integrated with general work of school, can be very effective. A
more promising development was when Pite’s son (nephew?) went to the
Weymouth School to teach handwriting by FMA method (Pite himself
was Irene Tasker’s brother-in-law). This venture didn’t develop as hoped.
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The idea behind “the little school” was to look after the children’s use
in every phase of school work. Children were taught at level appropriate
to their age – youngest playing on floor with Montessori shapes, older
ones studying Latin and maths. If a child was in difficulty with his work,
it was noticeable through his slumped, pulled-down condition; he would
be encouraged to break off, stop pulling himself down, walk round for a
bit perhaps…and then, when he returned to the work he would find (and
often say) that it was all much clearer to him. Children would find it fun
watching their use and would notice when other children – or even the
grown-ups – were pulling down. Some people said that with children this
encouragement of criticism would lead them to try to score off each other;
but MG does not think this was any great danger.
Example of “little school’s” methods
MG quoted experience with P.——’s son, H—, when school was evacuated to US. When H— came, it was obvious his use was very bad, but that
he was a brilliant boy. When he wrote a story for MG, he scribbled away
frantically in illegible scrawl; and when he showed her what he could do in
maths, it was impossible to read a lot of what he’d put down. When, after
a visit to a nearby paper mill from which children had brought back piles
of coloured paper and board, there was a general demand to do some
drawing, H— burst into tears and said he hated drawing. MG told him
no need to do it, he could do something else.
Slowly she got H— interested in handwriting, showing him on blackboard the Montessori idea (?) that all letters were based on circle and a
line, thereby encouraging him to draw good round letters. Meanwhile, of
course, he was being taught to write these letters without pulling himself
down. Gradually, the scale was reduced from characters on big cards to
those on smaller cards and so down to normal handwriting size.
About three months later, at Easter, the children wanted to make
Easter cards. H— did a beautiful card, divided into four parts for the four
seasons, illustrated by original and well-drawn symbols of the seasons. “It
had all been there in him, bursting to get out, but previously he hadn’t
had the means of expressing it.” This was obviously where MG found the
great reward of working in the school: to help children who were cramping themselves thro. bad use and interference to release their energies and
talents in a constructive way.
School at Penhill
The school was growing and there was a need for a boarding school
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for children of provincial parents; also a large gift of money had been
received, which enabled the Trust Fund to be set up – MG wasn’t quite
sure whether the money followed need to develop school or vice versa.
School went to Penhill, FM then moving from house itself to cottage
in grounds (cottage occupied post-war by BA); this must have been quite
a sacrifice as he was used to a spacious style of life at Penhill.
MG didn’t know FM’s wife. Peggy Alex. was around a good deal; she
used to drop in frequently for tea at A.P., when MG – with IT and EW –
joined in with students on the first training course.
MG had a part in the Shakespearian plays in the 30s.
FM used to visit Penhill at weekends and also once or twice during
week, usually coming down either in his own car or in chauffeur-driven
car – rarely by train.
Nevertheless he did travel sometimes by train, because MG well knows
the story of his rebelling against being shut in at Sidcup Station while
porter waved off the train – so well, in fact, that she feels she must have
been there, since she did sometimes find herself on the last train down
with FM. As she remembers it, FM kicked the gate down – something he
would have been quite capable of, since he told her many similar stories
of occasions when he had refused to be pushed around.
There were about 10 children at school in Penhill period.
School during war
School first evacuated to Barry Smith’s large, object d’arts–filled house
in Wiltshire – a move BS had invited to save his house of treasures from
being overrun by ordinary evacuees.
The evacuation to USA when fall of France imminent was strongly
canvassed by a group of FM’s influential well-wishers – inc. S. Cripps –
who felt that his work (and perhaps he himself) would come to an end
under Nazis. FM used to say he was on Nazi’s blacklist for description of
Germans as lowly evolved in MSI.
The decision to go, when it came, was sudden, leaving only day or two
to make arrangements; MG had a valid passport thro. visit abroad previous year, but she understood some of others arrived on ship without all
papers. In her case, forms posted off for papers (had “working permits”
for duration) had hardly been mailed before departure . . .
Party consisted of FM, EW, MG, IS and children, with Hon. Mrs.
Daphne – – – – (Smith?) and her four children and nanny, two of her children already “school” pupils. They foregathered at Euston after loaded
taxi journeys from A.P. supervised by the Barlows and others. Reserva-
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tions on train had been arranged, but the air-raid alarm siren went as they
waited at Euston, delaying party about six hours, as a result of which they
travelled up to Glasgow in train so crowded there was hardly room to
stand in corridors. Exhausting, nothing to eat, harrowing for children . . .
Next morning there was a long slow queue to surrender ration-books
and other UK papers – again an ordeal, as nearly all travellers were mothers with 2 or 4 young children and there was nowhere to get food, no
lavatory facilities, etc. FM said if he had known it was going to be like this
he would never have agreed for them to go.
The ship they were sailing in – Mon. of Bermuda – went from King
George V Graving Dock. (MG learnt the other day she was now being
renamed and does island cruises for (?) Greek Lines. She will check this
for me. Originally, Mon. of Bermuda was used for Florida cruises and
hence built flat-bottomed. Friends were aghast when they learnt FM &
party had crossed Atlantic in this ship).
As ship sailed down Clyde destroyer after destroyer slid out from banks
to join escort. Later rumour went around among passengers that Mon. of
Berm. had Crown Jewels aboard. Another boat in convoy believed carrying German PoW [Prisoners of War].
First boat drill brought chaos with children-carrying mothers rushing down to cabins to fetch life-belts and meeting others already coming up on deck. MG said loudly in earshot of various officers that passengers should be required to carry life-belts everywhere with them, like
gas-masks on shore. This sensible idea was eventually adopted. There was
still doubt, however, whether life-belts would be much good for young
children – and FM said that if they had to leave ship all the youngsters,
even in life-boats, would die of exposure.
It was the beautiful summer after fall of France and during Battle of
Britain…
In USA
The party arrived in USA not knowing where they would be able to settle. FM approached various likely helpers and found Whitney Homestead
thro. Unitarians.
Whit. Homestead had been turned by Unitarians into home for retired
clergymen, and when dignified Unitarian patriarch was solemnly informing FM of this, FM burst out laughing and said: “You’re going to tell
me it hasn’t been a success.” As this was so, the Patriachs couldn’t help
laughing, too…
FM taught in NY to raise money to keep school going, taking up his
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old pupil connections. The evacuees were terribly hard up, because they
had been allowed to take only £10 per head out of UK.
So visits from FM were rare and an event. P.——’s youngest child, a
boy, was considered too young to attend the school, but was very fond of
FM and asked to be allowed to join class when he came. His sister, prissy,
proud young miss, insisted that he couldn’t because he would be too restless and ruin everything. However, FM said that the little chap should join
in if he wanted to. In the event, the little boy sat very quiet throughout,
watching FM put his hands on the other children and allowing himself to
go up just by seeing what was happening . . . while the girl chattered and
made a nuisance of herself all the time!
FM’s books
FM had no decided preference for any one of his books, as far as MG
remembers. However he usually called for CCC when he wanted to refer
to a point in reply to letter – and he would look thro. it saying: “It’s all
here, you know” in a tone almost of surprise. He used to say, too, that
those who had read MSI before they came for lessons always arrived
knowing definitely what they had come for . . .
MacInnes & Trevelyan
Did they become “disillusioned”, as RB suggested? MG thinks it was
something different. They were the “bright young men” of the early training course – the ones with advantages of background and education
whom an outsider might have supposed to be the natural successors to
FM. Perhaps they thought so themselves – and FM himself expected that
with their advantages they would bring something extra into the work.
“But they didn’t – they just hadn’t got it in them.” If they were “disillusioned” that was probably the nature of it, but MG never understood they
doubted value of FMA Tech. Today, she believes, GT is doing some sort
of FMA – directed work in Lake District, his home ground – or is it GM?
No one, she says, has succeeded in bring anything more into the work
than FM originally did, tho. he expected someone would. He achieved
in later years a far-reaching conception of the work of which others have
each managed to grasp only a small part – teaching or expounding that
part well, perhaps, but leaving out so much.
FM’s character
Considering what he had done – discovered and evolved a new approach
to psych-physical wellbeing – FM, says MG, was extremely modest. His
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ambition was for the acceptance of the work, not his own fame. In his later
years, as he mellowed, he became increasingly “non-attached”.
FM was a tremendously forceful, magnetic personality. It must have
been these qualities that compelled attention in his early days in England
– disappointed as he was with lack of medical support.
His violent temper of younger days did become controlled in middle
and later life, says MG. Pupils who reproached him for “losing his temper” did not realise that he was using the force of his emotions to wake
them up. That is what he did, says MG: by controlling his temper, he used
the energy that was building up in him to some constructive purpose,
instead of letting it dissipate in a temperamental explosion, e.g. by preserving a “terrible silence” or lashing out at a pupil in a way he thought
was necessary.
Early Australian background
FM and AR used to talk together in an imagination-stirring way about the
Australia of their youth – the wide open spaces, the estate, the riding and
other sports. AR was particularly good at describing those days.
For this reason MG thinks it most important I see Beaumont Alex. as
soon as poss. to get his picture of that period, as the only one who could
now remember. Ask him particularly about FM’s mother, she says, for she
seems to have been a remarkable woman.
Also recommends I see Ludo as soon as I can in view of his age.
MG would be quite willing to reminisce further on another occasion …
also to read over sections of M.S.
Notes on discussion with Beaumont Alexander at Twyford, 29 July
1962
AR
Got teacher’s certificate in one year, says BA. He was more of a business
man than FM, saw commercial possibilities of work.
Miss Webb
“Wonderful woman” – very fond of FM.
Max Alex
Didn’t like teaching – “a pity”. Went into Army – to Singapore – and was
retired as Major. Now with Sun Life Assurance Co. of Canada, living at
Salisbury. Has settled down now – “quite a different boy”.
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PMac & WC
PMac [Patrick Macdonald] & WC [Walter Carrington] agreed to tackle
FM together about grievances (re salary?). They went in together, but
WC left PM to do all the talking – and to fall out with FM. PM has never
forgiven WC for this, accdg. to BA.
FM & teachers
FM trusted those he worked with, says BA. The Barlows tried to put one
over on him re Soc. and FM fell out with them (BA says he wasn’t quite
behind FM on this). There was jealousy here, too (on part of other teachers?) because Barlow had married into family. When FM had stroke, WC,
JS & Co. had a drink together and told each other: “Now the business is
ours”. This got back to FM – though he never told them. He was deeply
hurt. His intention, accdg. to BA, was to arrange things so that assistant
teachers would draw share of profit with certain % going FM’s estate –
“natural, wasn’t it?” He left drawing up of agreement to one of teachers
who went to see FM’s solicitor. When he began to distrust, FM sent for
this agreement and showed it to BA – who told him that if he’d signed
it he would have been signing away his life. “But FM would never have
signed it” – tho. absorbed in work, still clearheaded in business matters.
FM changed his will three times in last 3 years as situation altered. He
kept changed feelings a secret from WC, JS & Co., hence shock to them
when they learnt terms of will. BA says he was constantly with FM in last
6 months, always “very close to him”, always shown important papers by
FM before signing. In his last months, says BA, FM came to see future
development of work and need for proper publicity more in the way BA
had always advocated; as something to sell by publicity, big names and
proper organisation. Told BA: “if only I could get hold of 20 (?) of the top
people in the NHS, I could halve the cost”. When FM died, WC, JS & Co.
assumed business was theirs; BA in hosp. with internal haemorrhage, not
expected to recover. FM came to see him a week before his own death
when BA was in hospital in Kent (name?), from which he’d been moved
from Penhill. FM saw BA at crisis when it was touch-and-go, then spent
evening with BA’s wife…taken ill next morning (?) and never got up again.
WC, JS & Co. were so sure of their position that they opened account at
bank as “The Alexander Partnership” and paid in FM’s cheque. Bank
Mgr. accepted them – and later wrote to BA apologising for letting things
go so far without proper authority. When BA emerged after six weeks he
had to put in Official Receiver and forced the teachers to repay in full.
BA says he is too much of a businessman to have wanted to turn Ash. Pl.
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teachers out and offered them the arrangements FM had intended – %
of takings, % for estate. “After all, they were paid servants – all cheques
were paid into FM’s acct. and he paid them salaries. I was able to prove
that.” They were too “small-minded” to see it BA’s way, and he had to
put them out. He had to work hard to build up the business. Book sales
– followed up personally and with stickers inserted – helped to bring in
pupils; large number also sent by Mr. Chamberlain (?) of Chamberlain’s
Charitable Fund, who paid fees. Ousted teachers tried to get at Pat Mac
(“but he knew the situation”), also at Mr. Chamberlain. “There were two
stories going around – and a lot of people only heard one side.” One of
FM’s doctor-stalwarts, Mungo Douglas, heard only anti-BA side. Aldous
Huxley so confused by different stories that he came to BA and asked:
“Now what is the truth?” BA says the court cases “ought never to have
been”. Says he could still bring everything – inc. Soc. – to a standstill if
he wanted, but he doesn’t want to do that and isn’t the man to harbour
grudges. He thinks teachers only harming themselves by staying so small,
divided and disorganised, and not trying to sell work in effective way.
BA says assistant teachers didn’t agree among themselves even in FM’s
time. Always jealous of one another. They were “yes-men” to FM. BA discussed this with FM and recommended saying unsound things just to test
their capacity to think for themselves. FM tried this on JS. BA thinks it
did a certain amount of good, but teachers all remained dependant. “Not
one of them has the personality to sell the work to newcomers – they don’t
build up enthusiasm.”
FM & publicity
FM used to hold dinner parties for doctors when he lived in flat at Ashley Place, winning interest by personal contact and force of personality.
At one time, says BA, work got very good editorial publicity, much better than now. Even so, FM wasn’t business-minded enough for BA (who
spent 20 years in US with Metz Coy. and on hotel-catering side of Du
Pont). Cripps made FM a good offer to set up a clinic; he turned it down
because he believed he’d lose his individuality and personal control (he
could easily have got round question of name, says BA).
MG
She was mental when she came to FM, says BA – had been so from
childhood and was herself one of successes of Penhill school. (Penhill
school had some great successes with children, accdg. to BA, and had
an approach much needed today when wrong psychological methods
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are doing so much harm to thousands of children – not punishing them
openly, yet punishing them in other ways by putting them in homes, etc.)
Sometimes MG can be very pleasant, sometimes very difficult.
IS
Good teacher, and all right with her pupils, but bad as one of a team
because of her sharp tongue.
WC
BA likes him, and thinks he’s a good teacher and has the personality to
“sell” work. But FM said WC had let himself put on too much flesh and
didn’t put enough energy into teaching. PM is the best teacher, BA thinks
– and FM thought so, too, and said so in front of WC.
JS
Not a good teacher, never ought to have got his certif., says BA.
BA’s interests
BA and Mrs. A have three companies – publishing, practitioners and FMA
Foundation (?). They own Grove Hall Hotel, Twyford, also property at
Henley just sold for 14-storey flat development. Grove Hall was originally
taken over with the idea of making it into an FMA country clinic, but
local council wouldn’t permit. BA still has plans for creating such a clinic
– esp. for tired business men – with good resident FMA teacher, consultant doctors and Sansum diet. Ashley Place has 7 years before demolition
for new Victorian development.
BA’s attitude
Thinks urgent need is for more teachers (should be possible to qualify in
1 or 2 years) and tried to get training scheme into operation as first step,
but saw he wouldn’t get the co-operation. Also convinced of need for
more publicity-minded approach, publishing impressive list of sponsors,
getting out “a good story” – and dropping “pupil”/”teacher” description
in favour of “patient”/”practitioner”. Fees should be raised to 3 gns. for
those wanting private lessons, while those who could not afford so much
could be catered for in classes of 4 to 6 for 1 hr. looked after by 2 teachers.
Lee’s [Gerald Stanley Lee] book
This book, which had 2 or 3 chaps. on FM and took “Alexandering” as
symbol of objective, new-track approach, scored enormous hit in USA in
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1920s and sold in millions. FM used extracts in his US publicity. BA has
been inquiring after present-day rights with a view to current UK rewrite
and re-issue.
FM & Dewey
As well as McCormack’s work, Univ. of Illinois has recently been in touch
in connection with current research project on FMA’s influence of Dewey.
Penhill
BA thinks Mrs. FM bought the property. Some of it was definitely already
sold before FM’s death.
FM’s cellar
He had a very good cellar (BA showed me pre-war bottle of Haig Dimple
from FM’s cellar), also stock of fine cigars.
FM in America
He worked Sundays at hotel in Madison Sq. (Ave.?). Charged big fees –
and big fees to Americans when they came over for refresher courses.
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